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Healthsource global competency test answers

Excellent company for a new Travel RNOverall company is great to work with. My funds are deposited weekly and I have never had any problems to be paid for the time I have worked. Just withdraw is that many people will contact you by email and it was clear that they were not all on the
same deal when it came to what information was forwarded to the traveler. Payroll was consistent, Website and document upload user friendly. Ability to access and adjust tax information easily. Lack of clarity between the external company's agency when it comes to agreed shifts. Was this
review helpful? Wages are awesome. Opportunities to extend the contract. People are usually able to meet your needs. Recruiters are friendly and eager to help if you have any problems. Was this review helpful? A lot of fun and experienceIf you want to work some per diem work, this is the
company to go through. It can be a lot of fun, you can meet a lot of new people and your salary is great!!! Paid expenses, paid boarding expenses, paid/provided mealsWas this review helpful? No management or communication between employers. Terrible experience and does not
recommend. Sounds good financially, but in the end you will regret accepting the position. Was this review helpful? Fun working environment. Fast pace. The mission of getting clinicians where they need to be to help people is what kept me here for so long. I like to help people and make a
difference, and we do it here. Everyone is more like family than workers. And we all pitch in where we can to help our colleagues.promotional opportunities and travel is nillWas this review useful? Fast pace with good peoplegood people- so/so management. I don't like being forced to write
a review about this or any company that I'm not one to judge. it can be good for some and not others. Was this review helpful?not glad it could have better management I still work there, so not comfortable writing a review about a place I want to leave and find a new job. Was this review
helpful? The best travel agency I've ever experienced. I appreciate the opportunities that Healthsource Global has made available to me. HSG staff is friendly and professionalWas this review helpful? This was a strike mission of a massive size. Taken into account the scale of all the
professions needed and the logistics involved to accommodate the staffing needed, I think they did very well! Was this review helpful? Great company to work.. Recruiters are always available and willing to help. They pay are very generous and pay travel and per diem. Fantastic company to
work forTravel event well organizingWas this review helpful? We want to help you find good companies. Help us be the best! Do these reviews help you learn more about working at HealthSource Global Staffing? Worst strike agencyNever heard something positive about them. Went on a
strike notice and this was a great job action. Many of us haven't been paid. They get us to sign an arbitration agreement, so that can not sue them. Don't waste your time if you're working a strike. They are disorganized and have a long-term reputation for not paying people. I'm a victim
a.month has gone, and I'm still owed my salary. Was this review helpful? Great experience, high paying, competitive agency. Very similar to my experience with another agency that I am currently working for. A typical day after all orientation (general job action orientation and hospital
orientation) work can be fast pace, but due to the fact that the missions are short (usually) there is a light at the end of the tunnel. By this I mean that it is usually time to relax and get together when the job is over. I've always had good (if not good) experiences (so far) the site looks and eats
out with the other travelers! You always learn and earn experience wherever you go. Management and work culture vary, but more positive than negative. The hardest part of your job depends on how experienced a traveler you are. There are many different computer programs that vary
from institution to institution, same as with equipment and medicines. Each hospital has its own system and ways of operating. Confidence and joy come with the experience you gather. High pay, freedom to choose tasks, length of task, experience, friends, memories. Fast, rare job actions,
no progress. Was this review useful?retained a huge amount of knowledgeable information: Coordinated assignments and schedules for 20 traveling nurses. Consistently marketed our personnel, created installment packages and distributed them to potential customers; (such as hospital
and aged care) according to the certifications and skills each nurse possesses. Set up all travel accommodations such as: Flight arrangements, hotel accommodation, rental cars etc. while staying within the guidelines of scholarship regulations. Demonstrated knowledgeable and strategic
marketing skills, answered multiphone lines in a fast-paced environment.great learning experienceWas this review useful? Unprofessional environmentUnprofessional and lazy working environment. Lack of respect from all levels of management including owner. Available hours depend
mostly on ongoing strikes. Was this review helpful? Worst company to work for. The worst travel experience I've ever had. I was told I would be refunded for the license I paid for, but I'm still waiting for that refund. I got my first check a month later after we were told we would be paid 2
weeks after the mission had ended. We were surcharge for lunch $80 per day that was never received. I would never work with this company again. They take a very long time to pay you. Was this review helpful? There is a new store will all new people -It is a new store with all new people.
Really like the people I work with, the working environment is great, but it's extremely HOT in store and works no matter how much complaints including and customers, nothing is done about it. But generally very fun. Was this review helpful? Flexibility in the schedule can be resourceful. turn
time into hiring can use help. Was this review useful?a lot of overtime required, bad management no stability, pay is ok Was this review helpful? Staff and staffWe were not able to detect your location. You can browse all 10 jobs HealthSource Global Staffing has to offerTemporary, Full
Time, ContractLancaster, CATemporary, Part-Time, ContractHillandale, GARedwood City, CAFresno, CASan Jose, CATemporary, Part-time, ContractDecatur, GAFremont, CAAntioch, CASan Francisco, CAOakland, CAIt is 10 jobs at HealthSource Global StaffingSalary estimated from 17
employees, users and past and present job advertisements at Indeed.Registered Nurse - Operating RoomTravel Nurse in Duluth, GAExcellent Company for a new Travel RNOverall company is GREAT to work with. My funds are deposited weekly and I have never had any problems to be
paid for the time I have worked. Just withdraw is that many people will contact you by email and it was clear that they were not all on the same deal when it came to what information was forwarded to the traveler. Phlebotomist in Sacramento, CAPay is awesome. Opportunities to extend the
contract. People are usually able to meet your needs. Recruiters are friendly and eager to help if you have any problems. Psychiatric technician in CaliforniaLots of fun and experienceIf you want to work some per diem work, this is the company to go through. It can be a lot of fun, you can
meet a lot of new people and your salary is great!!! Psychotherapist in CaliforniaNo management or communication between employers. Terrible experience and does not recommend. Sounds good financially, but in the end you will regret accepting the position. Human resources manager
in Fremont, CAFun working environment. Fast pace. The mission of getting clinicians where they need to be to help people is what kept me here for so long. I like to help people and make a difference, and we do it here. Everyone is more like family than workers. And we all throw in where
we can to help our employees. People have asked 5 questions about working at HealthSource Global Staffing. View your answers, explore trending topics, and discover unique insights from HealthSource Global Staffing employees. Not paid for hours you've worked. Trying to get a
response from employees. See two answersIt's not an interview. Make your profile online, upload your credentials and wait for the tasks to be published and then nominate yourself for a task. See 1 answerWe are very quick to hire substitutes. And if the substitutes go out and we want to
keep them. Switching them to a full-time employee is a matter of the day. See 1 answerYou get 3 if you are not a full-time employee. See 1 answerWe are very quick to hire substitutes. And if the substitutes go out and we want to keep them. Switching them to a full-time employee is a
matter of 1 answerIt's not an interview. Make your profile online, upload your credentials and wait for the tasks to be published and then nominate yourself for a task. See 1 answerSee questions about:BenefitsShirt ProcessInterviewsWork cultures from 6 Indeed users who have interviewed
with HealthSource Global Staffing over the past 5 years. The process takes about a day or twoIt is not an interview. Make your profile online, upload your credentials and wait for the tasks to be published and then nominate yourself for a task. February 4, 2020Y, HealthSource Global
Staffing has 10 open jobs. Before applying to HealthSource Global Staffing, it's a good idea to examine the company and read reviews from employees who work there. People have reported that the interview on HealthSource Global Staffing is medium. The interview process takes about a
day or two. People have considered the overall interview experience as beneficial. The interview process takes about a day or two. Overall, the interview experience is considered favorable. Beneficial.
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